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Part1:Choose the correct answer: (8 Marks)
1 65 in Decimal system is equal to, in Binary system:

a) 1101
b) 01101
c) 1111
d) None of the above

2- Which of the following software manage the resources of computer, communicate with user &
run applications:
a) Application software
b) Data management
c) Operating system
d) Graphics software
3- 111011 in Binary system is equal to, in Decimal system:
d) 5 5
e) 9 5
f) 6 2
g) None of the above
4 Bits are usually grouped in to units of 8 bits called:
a) Kilobytes
b) Megabytes
c) Gigabytes
d) None of the above
5- One of the disadvantages in graphical operating systems:
a) Ease of use
b) Providing common set of tools like menus, icons & text boxes
c) More friendly & required to be used by the general public
d) Hides lots of operations.

6- Part of the CP/M system, which was responsible for interacting with different input/output
devices, it called:
a ) BI OS
b) Windows
c) Mac OS
d) D OS
7- What is microprocessor:

a)
b)
c)
d)

it is an integrated circuit that can be programmed
it is a program written in high-level language
it is kind of memory
it tool from which the computer can display data to the user

8- The computer power is determined by these factors, except:
a) ROM
b) Clock speed
c) Word size
d) RAM
Part 2: Answer with either True or False: (3 Marks)
)
1. Windows interface was borrowed from MAC (
2. ROM can be called the main memory (
)
3. GUI is the piece of computer that allows the OS to work with application (
Part 3: Essay Questions: (4 Marks)
Define the following terms:
Moor’s law:

Bootstrap:

WYSIWYG:

LAN
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